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PROTECTIVE 
SCREENS

Cabinet office approved supplier of compliant 
products for back to work solutions



The coronavirus pandemic has had a huge impact upon many of the habits and customs that underpin our society, 
with few places as disrupted as the workplace. But with governments and companies around the world now easing 
lockdowns, many of us are starting to envision a time when we can stop working at home and return to the office. Yet 
in the absence of a vaccine, the biggest challenge that businesses will have to overcome will be adapting open office 
spaces to the new normal of strict personal hygiene and social distancing.

There’s no doubt that living through a pandemic will have a long-lasting impact on the way we work and how our 
workplaces function. It seems likely that our desire to trek into the office will be tested after a prolonged period of 
acclimatisation towards remote working from both workers and managers alike. Homeworking will continue, but office 
life - in some form - will, too. The challenge lies in how to adapt workplaces.
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Charcoal (C)Blue (B)

Whether dividing desk space or an entire office area, office screens provide an element of privacy for employees, 
allowing them to be comfortable while they work. Our fabric wrapped straight desktop screens are a cost effective 
way of dividing desk clusters and are supplied with brackets to fit all 25mm desktops. A universal bracket is available 
as an optional extra to mount screens to different manufacturer’s desks.

DESKTOP STRAIGHT SCREENS FABRIC WRAPPED

FEATURES
• 30mm thick with an additional foam layer between fabric & melamine core
• Combines a slim profile with a robust and durable construction
• Desk mounted screens use standard desk brackets which come as standard
• Universal bracket available for use with alternative supplier’s desks
• When using as return screens ESRB brackets required (see page 27)

UPHOLSTERED
Code Width Depth Height Stocked Band A Band B Band C
ES800S 800 30 400 £110.00 £121.00 £133.00 £154.00
ES1000S 1000 30 400 £121.00 £133.00 £144.00 £166.00
ES1200S 1200 30 400 £128.00 £140.00 £152.00 £174.00
ES1400S 1400 30 400 £143.00 £153.00 £164.00 £187.00
ES1600S 1600 30 400 £149.00 £159.00 £171.00 £193.00
ES1800S 1800 30 400 £154.00 £164.00 £177.00 £198.00

Available in a choice of 2 stocked fabrics Blue & Charcoal, plus Made-to-Order fabrics, see page 32
When ordering please add fabric finish e.g. ES1600S-B for 1600mm screen in Blue
Brackets see page 27

Made-to-Order
FABRICS

2 Stocked
FABRICS

ES800S ES1000S ES1200S ES1400S ES1600S ES1800S
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Code Width Depth Height Stocked Band A Band B Band C
ES800W 800 30 200-400 £115.00 £127.00 £138.00 £160.00
ES1000W 1000 30 200-400 £128.00 £140.00 £152.00 £174.00
ES1200W 1200 30 200-400 £143.00 £153.00 £164.00 £187.00
ES1400W 1400 30 200-400 £149.00 £159.00 £171.00 £193.00
ES1600W 1600 30 200-400 £154.00 £164.00 £177.00 £198.00
ES1800W 1800 30 200-400 £160.00 £171.00 £182.00 £204.00

DESKTOP WAVE SCREENS FABRIC WRAPPED

Whether dividing desk space or an entire office area, office screens provide an element of privacy for employees, 
allowing them to be comfortable while they work. Our fabric wrapped wave desktop screens are ideal for use with 
wave desktops and are supplied with brackets to fit all 25mm desktops. A universal bracket is available as an optional 
extra to mount screens to different manufacturer’s desks.

FEATURES
• 30mm thick with an additional foam layer between fabric & melamine core
• Combines a slim profile with a robust and durable construction
• Desk mounted screens use standard desk brackets which come as standard
• Universal bracket available for use with alternative supplier’s desks
• When using as return screens ESRB brackets required (see page 27)

UPHOLSTERED

Charcoal (C)Blue (B)

Available in a choice of 2 stocked fabrics Blue & Charcoal, plus Made-to-Order fabrics, see page 32
When ordering please add fabric finish e.g. ES1600W-C for 1600mm screen in Charcoal
Brackets see page 27

Made-to-Order
FABRICS

2 Stocked
FABRICS

ES800W ES1000W ES1200W ES1400W ES1600W ES1800W
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Whether dividing desk space or an entire office area, high office screens provide an element of privacy for 
employees, allowing them to define their own space to physically establish social distance and give psychological 
comfort. Our fabric wrapped straight desktop screens are a cost effective way of dividing desk clusters and are 
supplied with 3 brackets to fit all 25mm desktops and provide a cough and sneeze barrier in the workplace.

HIGH DESKTOP STRAIGHT SCREENS FABRIC WRAPPED

FEATURES
• 30mm thick with an additional foam layer between fabric & melamine core
• Brackets included for rear desk mounting
• Increase employee privacy and reduce surrounding office noise
• Universal bracket available for use with alternative supplier’s desks
• When using as return screens ESRB brackets required (see page 27)

Available in a range of made-to-order fabrics, see page 32
When ordering please add fabric finish e.g. EH1600-EJ076 for 1600mm screen in Red

Made-to-Order
FABRICS

Fast Track 
FABRICS10

Code Width Depth Height Band A Band B Band C
EH800 800 30 700 £150.00 £160.00 £170.00
EH1000 1000 30 700 £160.00 £170.00 £180.00
EH1200 1200 30 700 £170.00 £180.00 £190.00
EH1400 1400 30 700 £180.00 £190.00 £200.00
EH1600 1600 30 700 £190.00 £200.00 £210.00
EH1800 1800 30 700 £200.00 £210.00 £220.00

UPHOLSTERED

EH800 EH1000 EH1200 EH1400 EH1600 EH1800
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Charcoal (C)Blue (B)

Free standing floor screens are available in three different heights and are used to break up the appearance and 
divide the space without losing any of the benefits of the open plan layout. Fabric wrapped floor screens also 
provide the operators with an element of seclusion and privacy and can be joined together with the linking strips for 
connecting 2 screens or 4 screens together.

FLOOR STANDING SCREENS FABRIC

FEATURES
• 40mm thick with an additional foam layer between fabric and melamine core
• Supplied with feet and available in 1200mm, 1500mm & 1800mm heights
• Screens can utilise the desk as support or can be used with bar feet (supplied)
• Extruded plastic edge trim in light grey to match feet
• Linking strips available to connect 2 and 4 screens together

UPHOLSTERED
Code Width Depth Height Stocked Band A Band B Band C
208 800 40 1200 n/a £174.00 £197.00 £223.00
210 1000 40 1200 n/a £174.00 £197.00 £223.00
212 1200 40 1200 n/a £186.00 £208.00 £244.00
214 1400 40 1200 n/a £186.00 £208.00 £244.00
216 1600 40 1200 n/a £198.00 £221.00 £267.00
218 1800 40 1200 n/a £211.00 £234.00 £278.00
508 800 40 1500 n/a £177.00 £199.00 £233.00
510 1000 40 1500 n/a £188.00 £211.00 £244.00
512 1200 40 1500 £204.00 £211.00 £234.00 £278.00
516 1600 40 1500 £215.00 £229.00 £252.00 £300.00
518 1800 40 1500 £237.00 £246.00 £269.00 £311.00
808 800 40 1800 n/a £211.00 £234.00 £278.00
810 1000 40 1800 n/a £211.00 £234.00 £278.00
812 1200 40 1800 £237.00 £246.00 £269.00 £311.00
814 1400 40 1800 £237.00 £246.00 £269.00 £311.00
816 1600 40 1800 £248.00 £257.00 £281.00 £322.00

Available in a choice of 2 stocked fabrics Blue & Charcoal, plus Made-to-Order fabrics, see page 32
When ordering please add fabric finish e.g. 516-B for 1600mm screen in Blue
Linking strips see page 28

Made-to-Order
FABRICS

2 Stocked
FABRICS
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Vibe is a new range of made-to-order, designer office screens, available in a multitude of fabric colour options. Vibe 
screens combine a slim profile with a robust and durable construction to improve the layout and function of any 
office and they are ideal for use with bench desking with the modern trend of having screens shorter than the desk 
length. Desk mounted screens use universal desk brackets which come as standard.

VIBE DESKTOP SCREENS 

FEATURES
• 35mm thick with an additional foam layer between fabric & melamine core
• Made to order, designer desktop screens which are elegant, modern and stylish
• Universal bracket available for use with alternative supplier’s desks
• Supplied with standard 25mm clamp brackets to fit 25mm desktops
• When using as return screens ESRB brackets required (see page 27)

Available in a range of made-to-order fabrics, see page 32
When ordering please add fabric finish e.g. VB1600-EJ015 for 1600mm screen in Green

Code Width Depth Height Band A Band B Band C
VB800 800 40 400 £134.00 £144.00 £166.00
VB1000 1000 40 400 £144.00 £156.00 £179.00
VB1200 1200 40 400 £153.00 £164.00 £187.00
VB1400 1400 40 400 £165.00 £178.00 £199.00
VB1600 1600 40 400 £172.00 £184.00 £206.00
VB1800 1800 40 400 £178.00 £190.00 £212.00

UPHOLSTERED

Made-to-Order
FABRICS

VB800 VB1000 VB1200 VB1400 VB1600 VB1800
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Code Width Depth Height Band A Band B Band C
VB208 800 40 1200 £224.00 £281.00 £337.00
VB210 1000 40 1200 £237.00 £292.00 £348.00
VB212 1200 40 1200 £247.00 £304.00 £360.00
VB214 1400 40 1200 £259.00 £315.00 £370.00
VB216 1600 40 1200 £269.00 £325.00 £382.00
VB508 800 40 1500 £247.00 £304.00 £360.00
VB510 1000 40 1500 £259.00 £315.00 £370.00
VB512 1200 40 1500 £269.00 £325.00 £382.00
VB514 1400 40 1500 £281.00 £337.00 £392.00
VB516 1600 40 1500 £292.00 £348.00 £405.00
VB808 800 40 1800 £281.00 £337.00 £392.00
VB810 1000 40 1800 £292.00 £348.00 £405.00
VB812 1200 40 1800 £304.00 £360.00 £415.00
VB814 1400 40 1800 £315.00 £370.00 £427.00
VB816 1600 40 1800 £325.00 £382.00 £437.00

Vibe floor standing screens are available in a wide variety of made to order fabrics which are not only colourful and 
modern additions to the office aesthetics, but are also useful for absorbing sound in open plan office environments. 
Vibe floor screens come with adjustable grey feet as standard, with stylish flat disc feet available as an optional extra 
in silver or white.

VIBE FLOOR STANDING SCREENS

FEATURES
• 40mm thick with an additional foam layer between fabric and melamine core
• Supplied with feet and available in 1200mm, 1500mm & 1800mm heights
• Made to order, designer floor screens which are elegant, modern and stylish
• Stylish flat disc feet available as an options extra (see page 28)
• Hand crafted with twin-stitch detail and radius corners

Available in a range of made-to-order fabrics, see page 32
When ordering please add fabric finish e.g. VB516-EJ015 for 1600mm screen in Green

UPHOLSTERED

Made-to-Order
FABRICS
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Desktop screens allow employees to be more focused on their work by helping to cut out colleague’s distracting 
and irritating telephone or computer sounds, in addition to improving office acoustics. Stylish and functional, the 
economy desktop screens with a modern plastic trim in silver finish offer incredible value without compromise, 
specifically designed to meet the needs of those who want quality office furniture at a budget price.

DESKTOP SCREENS FABRIC WITH SILVER EDGING

FEATURES
• Extruded plastic edge trim in silver for decorative effect
• Increase your privacy and concentration within a busy working environment
• Universal bracket available for use with alternative supplier’s desks
• Supplied with standard 25mm clamp brackets to fit 25mm desktops
• When using as return screens ESRB brackets required (see page 27)

Available in a range of made-to-order fabrics, see page 32
When ordering please add fabric finish e.g. SFP1600-EJ038 for 1600mm screen in Burgundy

Made-to-Order
FABRICS

Code Width Depth Height Band A Band B Band C
SFP800 800 30 400 £80.00 £90.00 £110.00
SFP1000 1000 30 400 £85.00 £95.00 £115.00
SFP1200 1200 30 400 £90.00 £100.00 £120.00
SFP1400 1400 30 400 £100.00 £110.00 £130.00
SFP1600 1600 30 400 £105.00 £115.00 £135.00
SFP1800 1800 30 400 £115.00 £125.00 £145.00

UPHOLSTERED

SFP800 SFP1000 SFP1200 SFP1400 SFP1600 SFP1800
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DDSF DDSM-WH

Floor standing desk dividers are available in smooth white MFC panels or fully upholstered in a selection of fabric 
options to allow employees to define their own boundaries and provide an additional barrier to help prevent the 
spread of airborne diseases. They are available as one height to sit on the floor and rest on desktops, table tops and 
workstations to negate the need to reconfigure existing spaces by applying appropriate distance between people.

DESK DIVISION FLOOR STANDING SCREENS

Available in a range of made-to-order fabrics, see page 32 or White MFC
When ordering please add fabric finish e.g. DDSF-EJ075 for 1200mm screen in Red

WHITE MFC

UPHOLSTERED

FEATURES

Code Width Depth Height Price
DDSM-WH 1200 25 1415-1440 £225.00

• Free standing high fabric screen which can be installed on existing furniture
• Protection on the surface and behind the desk to minimalise contact
• With height adjustable base in white MFC to rest on desks 715-740mm high
• Ideal for desk clusters, workstations, tables & production lines
• Screen depth to fit 800mm deep desks

Code Width Depth Height Band A Band B Band C
DDSF 1200 28 1415-1440 £350.00 £400.00 £450.00

Made-to-Order
FABRICS

Fast Track 
FABRICS10
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Code Width Depth Height Band A Band B Band C
FDS800 785x800 28 700 £350.00 £370.00 £390.00
FDS1000 985x800 28 700 £360.00 £380.00 £400.00
FDS1200 1185x800 28 700 £370.00 £390.00 £410.00
FDS1400 1385x800 28 700 £380.00 £400.00 £420.00
FDS1600 1585x800 28 700 £400.00 £420.00 £430.00
FDS1800 1785x800 28 700 £450.00 £470.00 £480.00

If colleagues are too close and workplaces are too densely populated, then people will naturally feel uncomfortable 
in the space, so high 3-sided screens can be added to existing furniture to provide a protective barrier, whether on 
single desk or bench desk clusters. Screens are available in smooth MFC panels that can be fully cleaned, with the 
option to use fabrics to block potentially harmful virus transmission through talking, coughing and sneezing.

Available in a range of made-to-order fabrics or White MFC, see page 32
When ordering please add fabric finish e.g. FDS1600-EJ076 for 1600mm screen in Red

FREE-STANDING 3-SIDED HIGH SCREENS FABRIC

UPHOLSTERED

 WHITE MFC
Code Width Depth Height Price
MFC800-WH 785x800 25 700 £160.00
MFC1000-WH 985x800 25 700 £170.00
MFC1200-WH 1185x800 25 700 £190.00
MFC1400-WH 1385x800 25 700 £250.00
MFC1600-WH 1585x800 25 700 £275.00
MFC1800-WH 1785x800 25 700 £350.00

FDS800 FDS1000 FDS1200 FDS1400 FDS1600 FDS1800

FEATURES
• Free-standing high screens designed to add to existing furniture
• Highly adaptable for use with single desks, desk clusters and meeting tables
• Easy to install, sits on the desktop with no brackets required
• Provides a cough and sneeze barrier to reduce the risk of infection
• Negates the need to re-configure existing spaces

Made-to-Order
FABRICS

Fast Track 
FABRICS10
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Code Width Depth Height Price
ACHS800 800 1200 635 £1400.00
ACHS1000 1000 1200 635 £1400.00
ACHS1200 1200 1200 635 £1400.00
ACHS1400 1400 1200 635 £1500.00
ACHS1600 1600 1200 635 £1500.00
ACHS1800 1800 1200 635 £1500.00

  Grey Apple Green Sky Blue
 G         N    SB

Available in:

Free-standing high acoustic screens can be added to existing furniture and are highly adaptable for use with single 
desks, desk clusters, worktables and meeting tables. They are designed to rest on the desktop and act as a barrier 
to prevent the spread of germs through coughing and sneezing, as well as providing the necessary combination of 
sound absorption and attenuation to control noise in interior environments.

ACOUSTIC 3-SIDED HIGH SCREENS

FEATURES
• Manufactured from 100% recycled PET bottles
• Available in 3 colour options to match to corporate styles
• 12mm thick acoustic screens for single desks /bench desk clusters
• Lightweight and easy to install with no brackets required
• Ideal for absorbing sound in open plan office environments

Available in a range of 3 colours
When ordering please add fabric finish e.g. ACHS1600-SB for 1600mm screen in Sky Blue

ACOUSTIC SCREENS

ACHS800 ACHS1000 ACHS1200 ACHS1400 ACHS1600 ACHS1800
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Blue (B)

Aluminium frame screens are an excellent addition to any modern desk and office furniture to provide a degree of 
privacy to desks which are in close proximity to others. Frames are available in silver, white and black so you can 
synchronise with the desk legs, with matching brackets that fit to the back of desks or desk returns. Fabric screens are 
stocked in blue with a multitude of made to order fabric colour options available.

DESKTOP FABRIC SCREENS - ALUMINIUM FRAME

FEATURES
• 30mm thick with robust aluminium frames for additional stability
• Great for adding dividing sections to the modern desk
• Desk return screens available for straight and ergo desktops
• Ideal for bench desks, brackets sold separately (see page 27)
• Internal fabric and foam covered panel with a wood core

UPHOLSTERED
Code Width Depth Height Stocked Band A Band B Band C
A1000 1000 30 380 n/a £166.00 £200.00 £234.00
A1200 1200 30 380 £166.00 £178.00 £213.00 £245.00
A1400 1400 30 380 £179.00 £189.00 £229.00 £263.00
A1600 1600 30 380 £204.00 £215.00 £252.00 £285.00
A1800 1800 30 380 £219.00 £229.00 £263.00 £297.00
A785 785 30 380 n/a £156.00 £179.00 £213.00
A1185 1185 30 380 £154.00 £167.00 £200.00 £235.00

Available in Blue, plus Made-to-Order fabrics, see page 32
When ordering please add frame colour & fabric finish e.g. A1600-S-B for 1600mm screen in Silver frame with Blue fabric 
Brackets see page 27

Made-to-Order
FABRICS

Stocked
FABRIC

Silver frame (S) White frame (WH)Black frame (K)

A1000 A1200 A1400 A1600 A1800 A785 A1185
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Code Width Depth Height Stocked Glazed
AG1000 1000 30 380 £195.00 £216.00
AG1200 1200 30 380 £214.00 £238.00
AG1400 1400 30 380 £227.00 £249.00
AG1600 1600 30 380 £248.00 £265.00
AG1800 1800 30 380 £280.00 £302.00

DESKTOP GLAZED SCREENS - ALUMINIUM FRAME

Aluminium frame screens are an excellent addition for any modern desk to provide a degree of privacy for 
employees who are situated in close proximity to others. Frames are available in silver, white and black so you can 
synchronise with the desk legs and the semi-transparent glazed screens are a stylish addition which allow light to 
flow through the room whilst tackling the issue of ambient noise.

FEATURES
• 30mm thick with robust aluminium frames for additional stability
• Available for 1000mm-1800mm desks to add dividing sections
• Ideal for bench desks, brackets sold separately (see page 27)
• Screen accessory pack available, see page 27
• Add colour and privacy in any smart, modern office

GLAZED

Available from stock in Polar White or a choice of 4 glazed Made-to-Order colours
When ordering please add frame colour & finish e.g. AG1600-S-G for 1600mm screen, Silver frame in Acid Green
Brackets see page 27

Chili Red (R)Polar White (W) Mandarin Orange (O)Acid Green (G)Electric Blue (B) Silver frame (S) White frame (WH)Black frame (K)

AG1000 AG1200 AG1400 AG1600 AG1800
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Aluminium frame floor screens are free-standing mobile units, available fully upholstered or part-upholstered with 
a writable whiteboard top surface that promotes collaboration and facilitate idea sharing. This mobile screen adds 
seamless, flexible function to the office environment, with a variety of sizes that can be easily configured to serve as 
temporary workspace dividers, or used for sharing information in presentations or meeting settings.

ALUMINIUM FRAME MOBILE SCREENS - FABRIC

FULLY UPHOLSTERED
Code Width Depth Height Band A Band B Band C
AFS508-WH-F 800 40 1500 £500.00 £525.00 £550.00
AFS808-WH-F 800 40 1800 £525.00 £550.00 £575.00

FEATURES
• Designed to give users more acoustical and visual privacy in open plan spaces
• Join several screens together to delineate space or create privacy
• 30mm thick with robust aluminium frames in white for additional stability
• Panoply of colourful fabric options with high quality dry wipe top surface
• Supplied with mobile feet with spare feet available (see page 28)

PART UPHOLSTERED PART WHITE BOARD
Code Width Depth Height Band A Band B Band C
AFS508-WH-FWB 800 40 1500 £550.00 £600.00 £650.00
AFS808-WH-FWB 800 40 1800 £575.00 £625.00 £675.00

Available in Made-to-Order fabrics, see page 32
When ordering please add fabric finish e.g. AFS508-WH-F-EJ154 for upholstered screen in Navy Blue
Feet see page 28

Made-to-Order
FABRICS

AFS508-WH-F AFS808-WH-FWB
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Glazed aluminium floor screens move beyond conventional mobile partitioning to give users a versatile work tool 
that changes according to the needs of the moment. Available fully glazed or with a whiteboard for the top section, 
these screens can be used individually or ganged together to define and create a fluid working space. The glazed 
effect creates a lightness of scale and allows the permeation of light in and around the surface.

ALUMINIUM FRAME MOBILE SCREENS - GLAZED

FULLY GLAZED
Code Width Depth Height MTO
AFS508-WH-G 800 40 1500 £650.00
AFS808-WH-G 800 40 1800 £700.00

FEATURES
• Double-sided mobile screen that can be easily moved from room to room
• Join several screens together to delineate space or create privacy
• Complete with heavy duty lockable, easy-glide castors for smooth mobility
• Choice of coloured glazing options with high quality dry wipe top surface
• Supplied with mobile feet with spare feet available (see page 28)

PART GLAZED PART WHITE BOARD
Code Width Depth Height MTO
AFS508-WH-GWB 800 40 1500 £650.00
AFS808-WH-GWB 800 40 1800 £700.00

Available from in a choice of 5 glazed made-to-order colours
When ordering please add finish e.g. AFS508-WH-G-B for glazed screen in Electric Blue
Feet see page 28

AFS508-WH-G AFS808-WH-GWB

Chili
Red (R)

Polar 
White (W)

Mandarin
Orange (O)

Acid
Green (G)

Electric
Blue (B)
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SE800-PA SE1000-PA SE1200-PA SE1400-PA SE1600-PA SE1800-PA

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pebble Plant Sky

Printed screen toppers have been designed as an add-on to existing fabric or aluminium frame desktop screens 
to quickly, easily and at minimal cost convert your existing screen into barrier screens by adding 300mm of extra 
infection protection height to your office dividers. Supplied with sturdy brackets and easy to install, and available in a 
choice of 3 biophilic designs.

DESKTOP PRINTED SCREEN TOPPERS WITH BRACKETS

FEATURES
• Supplied with universal brackets to fit all existing screens
• Provide cough and sneeze barriers between employees
• Choose from three biophilic designs to add some colour to the workplace
• Add-on to the top of existing fabric and aluminium screens
• Increased height and increased protection from airborne germs

FOAMEX

10mm foamex printed

Pebble Plant Sky Width Depth Height Price
SE800-PA SE800-PB SE800-PC 800 10 300 £160.00
SE1000-PA SE1000-PB SE1000-PC 1000 10 300 £170.00
SE1200-PA SE1200-PB SE1200-PC 1200 10 300 £180.00
SE1400-PA SE1400-PB SE1400-PC 1400 10 300 £190.00
SE1600-PA SE1600-PB SE1600-PC 1600 10 300 £210.00
SE1800-PA SE1800-PB SE1800-PC 1800 10 300 £230.00
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Acrylic screen toppers have been designed as an add-on to existing fabric or aluminium frame desktop screens to 
quickly, easily and at minimal cost convert your existing screen into a barrier screen. The use of transparent and clear 
materials such as acrylic not only allows light to pass through the office but work colleagues can also see each other, 
plus the additional 300mm of increased height is a solution to help keep employees safe & improve wellbeing.

DESKTOP ACRYLIC SCREEN TOPPERS WITH BRACKETS

FEATURES
• Add-on top of existing screens with universal brackets supplied
• Suitable for use with all screen widths 15-40mm wide
• Provide cough and sneeze barriers between employees
• 5mm thick acrylic topper to still allow visibility between colleagues
• Negates the need to re-configure existing workspaces

5mm clear acrylic

Code Width Depth Height Price
SE800-CA 800 5 300 £225.00
SE1000-CA 1000 5 300 £230.00
SE1200-CA 1200 5 300 £250.00
SE1400-CA 1400 5 300 £270.00
SE1600-CA 1600 5 300 £290.00
SE1800-CA 1800 5 300 £235.00

ACRYLIC

SE800-CA SE1000-CA SE1200-CA SE1400-CA SE1600-CA SE1800-CA
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Our acrylic desktop protection screens reduce the risk of airborne germs between colleagues whilst still enabling 
them visibility. Protection is made from 5mm clear acrylic and is supported by a choice of metal or acrylic feet to 
retro-fit to existing worktops. These screens are easy to install, maintain and disinfect and provide a professional 
solution that is easy to place and move for the office, desk, reception or counter.

FREE STANDING ACRYLIC HIGH SCREENS

5mm clear acrylic
 
 For acrylic screens with metal feet and cutout add -CUT to the end of product code e.g. AHFS800-CUT

Code Width Depth Height Price Cut out
AHFS800 800 5 700 £225.00 £240.00
AHFS1000 1000 5 700 £245.00 £260.00
AHFS1200 1200 5 700 £275.00 £290.00
AHFS1400 1400 5 700 £300.00 £320.00
AHFS1600 1600 5 700 £330.00 £350.00
AHFS1800 1800 5 700 £360.00 £375.00

Code Width Depth Height Price
AHFS800-AF-CUT 800 5 700 £180.00
AHFS1000-AF-CUT 1000 5 700 £200.00
AHFS1200-AF-CUT 1200 5 700 £220.00

METAL FEET

ACRYLIC FEET

AHFS800 AHFS1000 AHFS1200 AHFS1400 AHFS1600 AHFS1800

FEATURES
• Clear high screens with optional letterbox-style cutout 300mm x 150mm
• Supplied with metal feet for perfect stability on the worktop
• Ensures users are separated but can maintain visual contact
• Acrylic free-standing desk screens with easy assembly for instant protection
• Create a safe separation between employees and customers/visitors
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Our acrylic desktop protection screens reduce the risk of airborne germs between colleagues whilst still enabling 
them visibility. Protection is made from 5mm clear acrylic and is supported by two G-clamp desktop brackets that fix 
to any 25mm desktop. These screens are easy to install, maintain and disinfect and provide a professional solution to 
reduce the spread of viruses and create a safe separation between employees.

FEATURES
• Acrylic screens 700mm which are fixed to the desktop
• Supplied with G-brackets to fit all 25mm desktops
• Ensures users are separated but can maintain visual contact
• Clear screens, easy to maintain & supports anti-bacterial cleaning
• Transparent screen that is light and stable

5mm clear acrylic

Code Width Depth Height Price
AHDM800 800 5 700 £230.00
AHDM1000 1000 5 700 £250.00
AHDM1200 1200 5 700 £280.00
AHDM1400 1400 5 700 £300.00
AHDM1600 1600 5 700 £320.00
AHDM1800 1800 5 700 £340.00

ACRYLIC

AHDM800 AHDM1000 AHDM1200 AHDM1400 AHDM1600 AHDM1800
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Code Width Depth Height Price
CPH800 800 35 700 £340.00
CPH1000 1000 35 700 £350.00
CPH1200 1200 35 700 £360.00
CPH1400 1400 35 700 £375.00
CPH1600 1600 35 700 £390.00
CPH1800 1800 35 700 £410.00

Code Width Depth Height Price
CPDR1200 1200 35 700 £400.00

Our clear polyvinyl protective screens with aluminium frames protect against infection in a wide variety of settings 
including offices, dining areas, breakout spaces and all public places. The screens are fire retardant and anti-
microbial to reduce the risk of airborne germs between colleagues and visitors from sneezing and coughing, to aid 
compliance with social distancing requirements whilst maintaining a high level of visibility.

CLEAR POLYVINYL PROTECTIVE DESK SCREENS

FEATURES
• Versatile partition screens with sturdy white aluminium frame
• Anti-microbial and easy to clean and disinfect
• Free standing screens supplied with 300mm white feet to position along bottom frame
• Return screen supplied with bracket to fix to end of desk to overhang desk by 400mm
• Easy to assemble with no tools required

Clear polyvinyl - White aluminium frame and feet. Brackets see page 27

FREE STANDING - DESK

FIXED RETURN SCREEN

CPH800 CPH1000 CPH1200 CPH1400 CPH1600 CPH1800
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Our clear polyvinyl protective screens with aluminium frames protect against infection in a wide variety of settings 
including offices, dining areas, breakout spaces and all public places. The screens are fire retardant and anti-microbial 
to reduce the risk of airborne germs between colleagues and visitors from sneezing and coughing, to aid compliance 
with social distancing requirements whilst maintaining a high level of visibility.

FEATURES
• Anti-microbial and easy to clean and disinfect
• Polyvinyl is a flexible material and is supplied on a roll
• Velcro self-adhesive strips supplied to allow linking
• Desk divider screen to fit table top height 725mm
• Easy to assemble with no tools required

Clear polyvinyl - White aluminium frame and feet. 

Code Width Depth Height Price
CP1620 1600 35 2000 £950.00
CP2020 2000 35 2000 £975.00

Code Width Depth Height Price
DDSCP 1200 35 2000 £925.00

FLOOR

DIVIDER

CP1620 CP2020 DDSCP
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Code Width Depth Height Price
PP810 1000 15 1800 £475.00

Our Plexiglas protection screen has been designed so people can avoid direct contact with other people in any 
office setting, dining space, public area or retail environment. The structure is made from a Lisocore lightweight, 
honeycomb panel with an outer skin of MDF, fitted with a clear 3mm thick Plexiglas glass material which is not only 
easy to clean and suitable for disinfectants but it is also portable.

FLOOR STANDING PROTECTIVE SCREEN – LISOCORE

FEATURES
• Protective panel in Plexiglas with Lisocore frame
• Lightweight 10kg screen, easy to move around if required
• Simple installation with 8 screws and interlocking feet
• Lisocore is a strong, high performance construction material
• Ideal for use in dining areas and public spaces

Lisocore frame and feet with Plexiglas screen

DIVISION SCREEN
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Pop-up floor standing dividing screens give you the flexibility to shape your space and to set a boundary between 
areas to prevent the spread of germs or to create a refuge for small groups. Simple partitioning can be used in 
offices, production facilities, schools, call centres and much more to allow people to define their own boundaries and 
provide an additional barrier to help prevent the spread of airborne diseases.

FEATURES
• Lightweight and easy to move around where required
• Use as partitions, privacy screens or room dividers
• Made from 100% recycled material with honeycomb centre
• Easy installation with two inter-locking feet
• Simple, effective workspace divider to support social distancing

Honeycomb screen and feet

Code Width Depth Height Price
WDSL 1200 625 1800 £100.00

DIVISION SCREEN
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The universal bracket allows screens to be mounted to a number of 
different manufacturers desks. The universal clamp on bracket will attach 
on desks from 15mm - 50mm desktops. The return bracket fits to 25mm 
side mounting

SCREEN ACCESSORIES PACK CLEAR POLYVINYL DESK BRACKET

ALUMINIUM FRAMED SCREEN BRACKETSUNIVERSAL BRACKETS

BRACKETS SINGLE DESKS ADAPT & FUZE BRACKETS BACK-TO-BACK DESKS ADAPT & FUZE

DESKTOP ACCESSORIES

AFSBK AGSBK EDELSB

UNSCBR ESRB ARBK-S ASBK-S

EDILSB

SCRN-PACK-S, Silver £97.00
SCRN-PACK-WH, White £97.00

AFSBK, for fabric screen - pair £39.00
AGSBK, for glazed screen - pair £50.00

EDELSB, end bracket £28.00
EDILSB, intermediate bracket £35.00

ARBK, for the back of desks, pack of 2 £46.00
ASBK, for desk return, pack of 2 £46.00

UNSCBR, universal bracket (pair) £22.00
ESRB, return bracket (pair) £20.00

CPSB end bracket £40.00
To be used with clear polyvinyl desk screens to fix to the desktop
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BRACKETS BACK-TO-BACK DESKS ADAPT & FUZE

FLOOR SCREEN LINKING STRIPS

DESIGNER SCREEN FEET  ALUMINIUM FRAME MOBILE SCREEN FEET

FLOOR SCREENS ACCESSORIES

LK22, 1200mm 2-2 Strip £14.00
LK25, 1500mm 2-2 Strip £15.00
LK28, 1800mm 2-2 Strip £16.00

LK42, 1200mm 4-4 Strip £20.00
LK45, 1500mm 4-4 Strip £24.00
LK48, 1800mm 4-4 Strip £26.00

VFT1-SL, pair of Silver feet £52.00
VFT1-WH, pair of White feet £52.00

AFS-FT spare feet £150.00
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Rear screens Return screens
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Elev8²
Single desks
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Bracket 

SUPPLIED
Bracket 

SUPPLIED
Order 
AFSBK

Order 
AGSBK
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SUPPLIED

Bracket 
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Bracket 
SUPPLIED Order ASBK Order ASBK Order ESRB Order ESRB Order ESRB

Adapt II
Single desks
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SUPPLIED
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AFSBK

Order 
AGSBK

Bracket 
SUPPLIED
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Adapt II
Back-to-back desks
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SUPPLIED
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EDELSB / 
EDILSB

Order 
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EDILSB
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SUPPLIED
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SUPPLIED Order ASBK Order ASBK

Fuze
Single desks
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Fuze
Back-to-back desks
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SUPPLIED
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Bracket 
SUPPLIED Order ASBK Order ASBK

Connex
Single desks
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SUPPLIED
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SUPPLIED Order ASBK Order ASBK

Connex
Back-to-back desks
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SUPPLIED
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SUPPLIED
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TR10
Desks
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TR10
1200 Desks
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Vivo
Desks
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Maestro 25
 Desks
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Contract 25
Desks
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Order 
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USAGE MATRIX

4 Recommended screen

4 Compatible screen

* For return screen mid-runs use SBKT-50
∞ Return screens not suitable for back-to-back desks with sliding tops
† Return screens not suitable for 600mm straight desks
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Area for signage
200 x 150mm

Removable tray for tissues/gloves

Code Width Depth Height Price
MGD001 300 335 1196 £450.00

METAL GEL DISPENSER

The free-standing sanitiser dispenser is operated by foot pedal so there is no need to touch the unit by hand when 
users wish to clean their hands to prevent the spread of germs and don’t pose a threat of cross contamination. It is a 
low maintenance, high performance product that is perfect for both high footfall areas and locating in key gathering 
points such as receptions, entrances, smoking shelters and other public spaces.

FREE-STANDING SANITISER DISPENSER

FEATURES
• Free-standing unit which is tough and durable
• Weight 10.8kg and supplied with 500ml refillable gel bottle
• No power resources required with pedal function & drip tray
• Doesn’t rely on handling to dispense gel
• Anthracite finish suitable for indoor/outdoor use

Anthracite
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Adapt your existing floor plan for the return to the workplace

CHANGING THE WORKPLACE

BEFORE

AFTER

VIBE 
PAGE 10

MOBILE
PAGE 17

ACRYLIC 
PAGE 20PRINTED 

PAGE 19
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10 STOCKED COLOURS - CAMIRA CARA BAND A

PANAZ HIGHLAND BAND C

Some upholstery suppliers are saying their products do prevent the spread of Coronavirus. In 
common with the respected fabric suppliers used by Dams, our response is that some claims by some 

companies may in fact be misleading for a variety of reasons:

No virus let alone Covid-19 exists solely in tightly controlled laboratory conditions.
The following fabrics are all bleach cleanable with a 10% bleach chlorine solution (which will kill Coronavirus germs):

No tests have been carried 
out directly against the human 
strain of Covid -19 but against 
a feline strain of Coronavirus.

The contact time of the virus 
against the fabric is one hour 

under test whilst in practice it is 
highly likely to be much longer.

The reduction in viral activity 
is around 92% after one hour 

contact time, which is considered 
a medium performance rating 

rather than ‘good’ or ‘very good’.

The following fabrics are bleach cleanable and also anti-microbial to protect against a wide range of bacteria
which cause infection - such as MRSA, Salmonella and E.coli - which can cause serious additional ill health that

must be avoided by anyone already battling a potentially lethal virus infection.

These fabrics can provide hygiene benefits in wide ranging commercial end-use areas, including healthcare,
hospitality, education and contract office.

Contact our sales team for full details on suitable screen fabrics

ADRIATIC EJ154

954 GRAPHITE

HILLSWICK EJ190

117 ROYAL

CARRON EJ015

901 SILVER

PITTLOCHRY EJ076

208 FERN GREEN

CLUANIE EJ180

229 FOREST

GALILEE EJ125

823 CHABLIS

GLASS EJ004

300 GOLD

INVERNESS EJ175

408 TERRACOTTA

BLACK EJ138

151 TEAL

CHARCOAL EJ-CHARCOAL

134 SKY

FABRICS AND COVID-19

321
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Dams Furniture Ltd,
Charley Wood Road,
Knowsley Industrial Park, 
Knowsley,
Merseyside,
L33 7SG

 Tel : 0151 548 7111
 Fax: 0151 548 6369
 Email: sales@dams.com
 Web: www.dams.com

PROTECTIVE 
SCREENS


